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Доклад Специального докладчика по вопросу о свободе религии
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Резюме
Специальный докладчик по вопросу о свободе религии или убеждений Ахмед
Шахид посетил Нидерланды с 27 марта по 5 апреля 2019 года. Специальный
докладчик считает, что Нидерланды располагают необходимыми правовыми и
политическими рамками для поощрения и защиты осуществления всеми лицами права
на свободу мысли, совести и религии или убеждений. Однако политически
целесообразные меры реагирования на все более диверсифицированное общество
наряду с приравниванием секуляризма к нейтралитету ставят под сомнение уже
существующую существенную основу для гарантирования свободы религии или
убеждений для всех и высвечивают высказываемую религиозными общинами, в том
числе иудейской и мусульманской, озабоченность по поводу растущей нетерпимости
по отношению к ним. В своем докладе Специальный докладчик отмечает, что
правительство, по-видимому, вполне осознает и анализирует многие из
озабоченностей, изложенных в его докладе. Правительство предпринимает
значительные и достойные похвалы усилия по созданию программ мониторинга,
отчетности и реагирования на события, которые подрывают равное осуществление
права на свободу мысли, совести и религии или убеждений. Инициативы,
направленные на решение этих проблем, пока еще не привели к желаемым
всеобъемлющим, систематическим изменениям в обществе, однако следует
продолжать поддерживать усилия по укреплению потенциала тех, кто находится на
переднем крае борьбы за права человека, включая полицию, социальных работников,
правозащитников, адвокатов, врачей и учителей, с тем чтобы создать условия,
в которых можно было бы поощрять и уважать принципы прав человека.

* Резюме доклада распространяется на всех официальных языках. Сам доклад, содержащийся
в приложении к резюме, распространяется только на том языке, на котором он был
представлен.
** Настоящий доклад был представлен после установленного предельного срока в связи
с необходимостью включения в него самой последней информации.
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Annex
Report of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or
belief on his visit to the Netherlands
I. Introduction
1.
The present report contains information gathered by the Special Rapporteur on
freedom of religion or belief, Ahmed Shaheed, during his visit to the Netherlands from 28
March to 5 April 2019, at the invitation of the Government. It also contains several
recommendations for further strengthening the country’s efforts to promote and protect the
right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion or belief.
2.
The Special Rapporteur is grateful for the full cooperation extended to him by the
Government for this first country visit to the Netherlands by a special procedure mandate
holder on freedom of religion or belief. He is thankful for his meetings with officials in the
Ministries of General Affairs; the Interior and Kingdom Relations; Education, Culture and
Science; Foreign Affairs; Justice and Security; and Social Affairs and Employment. He
appreciates the informative and candid discussions held during these meetings regarding
challenges and responses to discrimination against various persons and communities in the
country. It was evident during the meetings that a range of Ministries are pursuing industrious
and collaborative responses to discrimination and to advancing equality in the country.
3.
The Special Rapporteur extends particular thanks to the relevant Ministry of Foreign
Affairs staff for the ongoing assistance that facilitated his engagement with numerous
stakeholders from different ministries and civil society actors in Amsterdam, The Hague,
Rotterdam and Utrecht. This includes the highly valued opportunity to call on the Minister
of Foreign Affairs, Stef Blok, and the Minister of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, Kajsa
Ollongren, to discuss issues of concern to the Special Rapporteur and the Government. He
further extends special thanks to all the interlocutors from civil society organizations, faithbased communities and scholars, including the Netherlands Institute for Human Rights, who
shared their assessments and experiences. Lastly, the Special Rapporteur acknowledges the
constructive spirit in which the Government received and engaged with his preliminary
findings.
4.
During his visit, the Special Rapporteur was able to examine the approaches the
Government is taking to ensuring the equal enjoyment of freedom of religion or belief by all
persons within the context of the unique circumstances and challenges it faces in this
endeavour. This includes social, political and economic developments that continue to
reshape the identities and attitudes of an ever-evolving polity. The Special Rapporteur asserts
that: (a) the legal and policy framework of the Netherlands; (b) government investments in
measures for monitoring and responding to hate crimes; (c) initiatives taken by various public
bodies to engage with communities affected by hate crimes; and (d) the myriad practical steps
being taken by the authorities in partnership with civil society actors to build inclusive spaces
for different communities to peaceably manifest their religion or belief in private or public
have left the Government well placed to advance its commitment to combat intolerance and
discrimination involving religion or belief, as enshrined in article 1 of the country’s
Constitution. The Special Rapporteur notes that investments in concerted efforts to combat
hostility, discrimination and violence involving religion or belief should continue in order to
address the challenges facing newer religious or belief communities in the enjoyment of
freedom of religion or belief and to instil confidence in the democratic institutions and
processes meant to safeguard the human rights of all persons in the Netherlands.

II. Government cooperation with the United Nations system
5.
The Netherlands is a party to most international and regional human rights treaties,
including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (the European Convention on
2
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Human Rights).1 In July 2019, following its review of the fifth periodic report of the
Netherlands, the Human Rights Committee made several recommendations aimed at
addressing its concerns that the country’s partial ban on face-covering clothing might restrict
rights beyond the level of necessity and proportionality and about the persistent hate speech
being used against ethnic and religious minorities (CCPR/C/NLD/CO/5). In their concluding
observations, adopted between 2015 and 2017, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (CERD/C/NLD/CO/19-21), the Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW/C/NLD/CO/6) and the Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights (E/C.12/NLD/CO/6) raised concern about xenophobic speech and
discriminatory stereotypes in politics and the media, especially towards Jews, Muslims and,
more broadly, women; migration and integration policy and services; employment
discrimination, especially against women; reporting of discrimination; civil society
engagement; police profiling; and the insufficiency of educational and other concrete
measures for tackling the root causes of discrimination, including in the National Human
Rights Action Plan.
6.
Further to this, recent cases reported to the Human Rights Committee under the
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights raise serious
concern
about
the
treatment
of
asylum
seekers,
including
children
(CCPR/C/125/D/2489/2014), and acts of incitement to hatred towards Moroccan Muslims
that
were
promoted
by
political
actors
and
government
officials
(CCPR/C/117/D/2124/2011).
7.
The Netherlands extended a standing invitation to the Human Rights Council special
procedure mandate holders in 1998 and seven mandate holders have visited the country since
then. In October 2019, the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance found evidence that Dutch national
identity was implicitly or even explicitly restricted or qualified on ethnic and religious bases,
and that Islam was repeatedly represented as inherently opposed to Dutch national identity
and even to liberal democracy. She noted that there was a very real danger that insisting that
the Dutch vision of equality and inclusiveness was already a fact when it was not could stand
in the way of doing the very difficult work that was required to transform commitments into
reality.2 In July 2014, the Working Group of Experts on People of African Descent expressed
particular concern about incidents of racist and xenophobic speech emanating from a few
extremist political parties and recommended that greater attention be paid to cases of
incitement to hatred, discrimination and violence in the media (A/HRC/30/56/Add.1, paras.
96 and 99). The Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief has not transmitted a
communication to the Netherlands since 1995.
8.
Issues related to discrimination against religious and ethnic minorities in employment,
health care, housing and at asylum centres were raised in 2017 at the review of the
Netherlands during the third cycle of the universal periodic review. 3 The Government
received 16 recommendations related to freedom of religion or belief and accepted 13 of
them.
9.
The Special Rapporteur welcomes the efforts made by the Government to promote
international standards on freedom of religion or belief at home and abroad and commends
it on having convened the conference of the Istanbul Process for Combating Intolerance,
Discrimination and Incitement to Hatred and/or Violence on the Basis of Religion or Belief,
held on 18 and 19 November 2019 in The Hague. He also welcomes the appointment in June
2019 of a special envoy on religion and belief.

1
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The Netherlands does not accept individual petitions under the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child or the Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities.
End of mission statement of the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance, at the conclusion of her mission to the
Netherlands (The Hague, 7 October 2019).
See the database of recommendations made during the universal periodic review.
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III. The Netherlands: country context
10.
The Kingdom of the Netherlands consists of four autonomous constituent countries:
the Netherlands, located in Western Europe, and three islands – Aruba, Curaçao and Sint
Maarten – located in the Caribbean. The islands of Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba are a
part of the Kingdom and are also located in the Caribbean. The present report focuses
exclusively on the country of the Netherlands. The Netherlands is a mature liberal democracy
premised upon a bicameral system of parliament and is resolute in its commitment to the
promotion and protection of human rights, including freedom of religion or belief, which was
first recognized and respected in the Union of Utrecht of 1579 and again in the subsequent
Constitution of 1983.
11.
The population of the Netherlands is around 17.2 million persons, giving it the second
highest population density in the European Union. The country hosts a plurality of religions:
Roman Catholicism (23 per cent), Protestantism, including the Dutch Reformed Churches
(15 per cent), Islam (5 per cent) and others, including Hinduism, Judaism, Buddhism and
Baha’i (6 per cent). Around 51 per cent of the population identifies as having no religion,
making the Netherlands one of the most secular societies in the Group of Western European
and other States.4 Two thirds of the estimated 1 million Muslims in the country are of Turkish
or Moroccan origin and many of the 350,000 Hindus originate from Suriname. 5 Jewish and
Sikh communities estimate their numbers at 29,9006 and 15,000 (about 0.17 per cent and 0.08
per cent of the population) respectively. A significant number of immigrants, who constitute
almost one quarter (23.1 per cent) of the Dutch population, have joined Dutch society since
the 1950s and immigration is almost entirely responsible for the growth of the population by
99,577 persons between January 2017 and 2018.
12.
The Government of the Netherlands administrates its responsibilities within the
framework of a parliamentary representative democracy, a constitutional monarchy and a
decentralized unitary State. King Willem-Alexander is the official head of State of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands, which has enjoyed an independent monarchy since 1815. The
judicial, legislative and executive branches are independent. Dutch citizens directly elect the
150 members of the lower house of the parliament (Tweede Kamer); the 75 members of the
upper house, or Senate (Eerste Kamer der Staten-Generaal) are elected by members of the
provincial councils. There are 12 Dutch provinces with their own representative and
executive government bodies. There are currently 355 municipalities (gemeenten)
responsible for matters including public services and discrimination issues that directly affect
their residents.
13.
The judicial system is comprised of 11 district courts, along with four courts of appeal,
one Supreme Court, one Administrative Court for Trade and Industry, one Council of State
and one Central Appeals Court for Public Service and Social Security Matters. 7 Judicial
recruitment, selection, training and recommendation for appointment of members of the
judiciary are undertaken jointly by the judiciary and the Council for the Judiciary (Raad voor
de Rechtspraak). Appointments are made by Royal Decree following confirmation by the
Minister of Security and Justice that the nominees meet the statutory requirements and other
formal requirements. In the case of appointments to the Supreme Court, the list of nominees
is forwarded to the Minister after examination by the lower house of the parliament. The
Council for the Judiciary oversees the operations of Dutch courts, acts as judiciary
spokesperson and provides important communication channels between the Government and
the courts.8
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Statistics Netherlands (CBS), “Over half of the Dutch population are not religious”, 23 October 2018.
Willem Huijnk, De religieuze beleving van moslims in Nederland (Den Haaag, Sociaal en Cultureel
Planbureau, 2018).
See www.worldjewishcongress.org/en/about/communities/nl.
See www.netherlandsandyou.nl/latest-news/news/2017/09/21/factsheet-on-the-judiciary-in-thenetherlands.
See https://www.upr-info.org/database/index.php?limit=0&f_SUR=All&f_SMR=123&order=&
orderDir=ASC&orderP=true&f_Issue=All&searchReco=&resultMax=300&response=&action_type=
&session=&SuRRgrp=&SuROrg=&SMRRgrp=&SMROrg=&pledges=RecoOnly.
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14.
The Prime Minister, Mark Rutte since 2010, chairs the Council of Ministers. He is the
leader of the People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy and is currently serving his third
term. The executive consists of the Head of State (the monarch) and the Cabinet, formed of
between 12 and 16 Ministers and State secretaries. Myriad political parties are elected to the
parliament. Since no party has ever had an absolute majority, the Government always consists
of a coalition of parties, necessitating a coalition agreement. The 2017 coalition Government
was formed after a record seven months of negotiation and consists of the People’s Party for
Freedom and Democracy, the Christian Democrats, the Christian Union and Democrats 66.
15.
Religion has historically played a role in Dutch politics, with political parties,
including the Christian Democrats, often identifying themselves with religious or belief
communities. The rise of far-right parties, such as the Party for Freedom led by Geert Wilders
and List Pim Fortuyn, which have advanced narratives that incite discrimination and violence
against religious and ethnic minorities in the country, have also influenced the Dutch political
climate over the past 15 years. Coalition-building has necessitated accommodation of some
of these views in mainstream political thinking and policy positions, which now pose
challenges to the Government’s responsibilities to combat discrimination and promote
equality. This includes some anti-terrorism and immigration measures.
16.
The State, however, has considered itself neutral in matters of religion since 1796,
when the Dutch Reformed Church was formally separated from the State. The pillarization
(verzuiling) system was later promoted from the 1800s to the 1960s in response to challenges
posed by an increasingly diversifying society. This system segregated Dutch society into four
dominant interest groups – Catholics, Protestants, Socialists and Liberals – across religious
and ideologically based lines, each having their own social institutions and organizations,
including schools, hospitals, media and political parties. 9 However, the principle of State
neutrality, which has since characterized State-religion relations in the Netherlands, is
sometimes conflated with secularity and reflects the increasing secularization of the groups
that constitute Dutch society.
17.
Juxtaposed against this backdrop, however, is the increasing visibility of newer
religious communities settling across the country. The expansion of these communities,
whose manifestation of beliefs tend be more public than those of more established
communities, alongside international and national events that have perpetuated harmful
stereotypes and conspiracies about them, are reportedly generating unease among wider
Dutch society. Increasing tensions have provoked calls in recent years for lawmakers to
reassess protections for freedom of religion or belief, and for policymakers to prioritize the
integration of immigrants over the protection of their distinct identities. 10
18.
Consequently, integration issues have dominated public discussions in the
Netherlands in recent decades. Dutch society has been increasingly diversifying since the
1970s with 390 asylum applications in 1975 compared to 20,510 in 2018. Most migrants
originate from Turkey, Morocco and Indonesia and asylum seekers from the Islamic Republic
of Iran, Nigeria and the Syrian Arab Republic, all holding diverse beliefs,11 but recent surges
in arrivals (58,880) from the Syrian Arab Republic seeking refuge from conflict since 2015
have generated unease,12 which is exploited by political actors.13

9
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Arend Lijphart, The Politics of Accommodation: Pluralism and Democracy in the Netherlands
(Berkeley, University of California Press,1968); Sophie van Bijsterveld, “Netherlands”, in Religion
and the Secular State: National Reports, Javier Martínez-Torrón. W. Cole Durham, Jr. and Donlu D.
Thayer (eds.) (Madrid, Universidad Complutense, 2015).
Floris Mansvelt Beck, How we do things here: moral communities, integration and toleration in the
Netherlands: competing interpretations of liberalism in parliamentary practice, 2000–2013 (2015).
Ibid. and CBS, “Fewer asylum seekers, more following relatives in Q2”, 25 July 2019.
CBS, “Asylum requests; by citizenship, from 1975”, 31 July 2019.
Adam Taylor, “Dutch PM tells immigrants: ‘Act normal or go away’”, Washington Post, 23 January
2017.
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IV. National laws, policies, institutions and practices
19.
Dutch law and policy endeavours to avoid establishing a hierarchy of rights,
perpetuating the principle that human rights are mutually reinforcing, interrelated and
interdependent. Article 1 of the 1983 Constitution establishes the principle of equal treatment
and prohibits discrimination on the grounds of religion or belief. Article 6 states that everyone
has the right to manifest freely his or her religion or belief, either individually or in
community with others, without prejudice to his or her responsibility under the law. Article
23 stipulates that public authorities pay equal regard to the religion or belief of all persons
regarding education, provides for private schools for religious communities and safeguards
against compelling children to receive religious or belief instruction against their parents’
wishes. The Constitution does not, however, impose a positive duty on public bodies to
prevent discrimination. Compensation is rarely granted to plaintiffs and sanctions are often
insufficiently dissuasive.
20.
According to article 6 of the 1983 Constitution, restrictions on religious practices are
permitted for a number of reasons, including to safeguard against public disorder or health
hazards. The country’s anti-blasphemy law was repealed in February 2014, and the General
Equal Treatment Act of 1994 prohibits direct and indirect discrimination, including on the
basis of religious identity.14 The law, quite appropriately, does not prohibit cooperation
between the State and religious communities, and the country’s legal framework guarantees
State neutrality and equal treatment for all persons, regardless of their religion or belief.
21.
There are no requirements for the registration of faith-based or ideological
organizations and they do not need to declare their philosophical or religious nature. Such
bodies may register with the Chamber of Commerce under article 2.2 of the Civil Code as
religious denominations (kerkgenootschappen) to be exempt from property, income and other
taxes. If they are deemed to be non-profit and non-violent institutions for the general good,
further exemptions are possible. Taxes are mandated for non-religious activities in religious
buildings. Due to historical State-religion relations, faith-based organizations are treated the
same as secular organizations and may be financially supported for non-religious activities.
Not all religious organizations, including some mosques, consider themselves
kerkgenootschappen (a term that includes the word “kerk”, which means “Church”) and
instead register as associations or foundations under article 2.3 of the Civil Code,
necessitating online registration and income declaration. Legislation is being drafted on
funding transparency and on prohibiting “undesirable” funding from “unfree countries”,
causing concern about the impact on the funding and operations of religious or belief
organizations. Cooperative relationships between religious or belief communities and the
State for the purposes of delivering necessary community services are commonplace,
including initiatives that promote education or intercommunal harmony. The terms of these
relationships tend to avoid encroaching on the independence of participating parties.
22.
Under articles 137 c–g of the Criminal Code, incitement to hatred, discrimination and
violence against persons based on religion, race, sexual orientation or gender identity are
criminalized. Such acts are punishable by up to two years’ imprisonment and/or financial
penalties. Defamation and threats are punishable under articles 261, 262 and 285 of the
Criminal Code and prosecutors ask for sentence enhancements in incitement cases where
racism is a motivating factor, carrying a maximum penalty of one year’s imprisonment.
Prosecution for hate speech is, however, rare given the strong commitment to defending
freedom of expression, especially when that expression is conveyed in a political context. A
bill to increase the maximum penalty for incitement to violence, hatred and discrimination
was adopted in November 2019 and came into force on 1 January 2020. 15 Criminalization of
genocide denial has been pending before the Senate since 2011.
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Rikki Holtmaat, updated by Titia Loenen, Country report, non-discrimination: the Netherlands 2018,
(Luxembourg, Publications Office of the European Union, 2018).
See https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/stb-2019-421.html.
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23.
The National Action Plan on Human Rights of 2014 16 outlines the country’s national
human rights and non-discrimination policy and infrastructure. The Action Plan has been
criticized owing to the limited consultations with civil society during its development, as well
as for its insufficient concrete actions and its poor implementation. Various stakeholders have
been engaged in developing the new Action Plan, focusing on accessibility of public services,
which was released on 12 December 2019. Other relevant policy documents include the
Council of Europe guidelines on human rights in culturally diverse societies,17 issued in 2016,
which were developed with input from the Netherlands. They provide guidance on
implementing protections for freedom of thought, conscience and religion or belief while
ensuring that no hierarchy between rights is established. A 2004 policy document on
fundamental rights in a pluralistic society18 is also used as a framework to balance
fundamental rights, including in cases of discriminatory statements based on religion or
belief.
24.
Provisions for the enjoyment of freedom of religion or belief are framed within the
context of non-discrimination and are promoted by the National Anti-Discrimination Action
Programme, adopted in 2016. The Programme seeks to enhance law enforcement, encourage
reporting, investigation and prosecution of incidents, and advance anti-discrimination
education. It also aims to reduce harmful practices among government officials, including by
increasing police diversity and promoting training for police officers on avoiding ethnic or
racial profiling, which is reportedly commonplace. The revised Programme was published in
January 2016, bringing together existing programmes, including those focused on combating
anti-Muslim discrimination and antisemitism and those that seek to strengthen strategies for
improving societal cohesion. The parliament receives annual progress updates that include
statistics from the anti-discrimination bureaux, the police and Meldpunt Internet
Discriminatie (MiND), an entity responsible for assessing reports of online discrimination.
A cooperation agreement was also established in 2017 to streamline the terms and definitions
used when registering incidents and to develop appropriate responses between the Public
Prosecution Office, the police and the anti-discrimination bureaux.
25.
The Act of 2009 on local anti-discrimination bureaux legally obliged all local
authorities to establish bureaux where incidents of discrimination could be reported. The
Government’s annual updates to the parliament on specific measures for enhancing and
implementing the National Anti-Discrimination Action Programme is helpful, especially
where critical reviews of services and programmes are provided. Thirty-eight antidiscrimination bureaux operate at the local and regional levels to register discrimination
incidents, bring them to the attention of municipal authorities and offer assistance to victims.
The network of bureaux, which extends across all Dutch municipalities, makes it possible for
individuals in the Netherlands to report discrimination and receive professional support.
Coverage gaps do remain in some municipalities. Although resources and independence from
local authorities differ, anti-discrimination bureaux provide a crucial locally accessible
service, especially where communication with the police and the Public Prosecution Office
is undergoing enhancement. Anti-discrimination bureaux, which are mandated to mediate in
discrimination incidents, also appear to produce more favourable outcomes for some victims
than filing a police complaint. Despite a 2017 agreement on ensuring greater cooperation
between anti-discrimination bureaux and the police in responding to incidents, more
cooperation between the police and anti-discrimination bureaux is necessary to ensure that
victims understand the available range of responses to incidents. Anti-discrimination bureaux
and police outreach (e.g. through periodic focus groups) to hard-to-reach religious or belief
communities needs improvement to ensure all discrimination is covered. Training for
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See http://www.government.nl/documents/policy-notes/2014/03/19/national-action-plan-on-humanrights. The national non-discrimination policy and infrastructure are outlined and promoted in the
separate National Anti-Discrimination Action Programme.
See https://rm.coe.int/guidelines-hr-in-culturally-diverse-societies/168073dced.
Netherlands, Constitutional Affairs and Legislation Department, Report of the International
Conference on Fundamental Rights in a Pluralistic Society (The Hague: Ministry of the Interior and
Kingdom Relations, 2004).
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officials that references the guide to anti-discrimination policy for municipalities is being
planned.19
26.
The national Government and the municipalities have launched campaigns to increase
awareness about anti-discrimination bureaux, but underreporting remains a major challenge,
with only about 12.5 per cent of discrimination experiences reported to authorities, or even
to family and friends.20 Insufficient knowledge about how to report incidents, lack of trust
that reporting an incident to the authorities will make a difference and the desire to keep a
low profile were often noted as reasons for underreporting. Moreover, interest groups may
have their own monitoring systems, 21 and victims may feel more comfortable reporting
incidents to these organizations, but their methods for reporting may be inconsistent with
those of the police or the anti-discrimination bureaux. Around 80 per cent more antisemitic
incidents are reported to the police than to the anti-discrimination bureaux. Incidents
involving intersecting ethnicity and religious identities involving Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs
are mostly recorded under the category of race or ethnicity. However, the anti-discrimination
bureaux and the police can record anti-Muslim hatred and antisemitism separately. Their
statistics on discrimination based on or involving religion or belief can thus be divided into
anti-Muslim and antisemitism incidents.
27.
None of the focal points in the Government is responsible for ensuring the
enforcement of national protections for freedom of religion or belief. Instead, the
responsibility for advancing the principles of equality, tolerance, respect and inclusivity for
all, in line with the democratic ideals and human rights principles to which the State is
committed, rests with the various government levels, departments and ministries. Religious
and non-religious belief groups have a point of contact with the Government through the
Ministry of Justice and Security whose role, dating back to 1806, involves attending to issues
and communicating concerns to the Government.
28.
The Dutch police record all incidents considered to be crimes involving incitement to
hatred. This information, however, including the motivation for discrimination, such as
religious identity, is only determined weeks after an investigation is initiated, by which time
cases may have already reached the Public Prosecutor without special recognition of
underlying aggravating factors that can potentially affect a victim’s case. Interlocutors
reported being told to return when a specialist officer would be present when attempting to
report hate crimes.
29.
The quasi-judicial Netherlands Institute for Human Rights is the country’s officially
designated independent body established in line with the principles relating to the status of
national institutions for the promotion and protection of human rights (the Paris Principles)
to critically assess the status of human rights, including freedom of religion or belief, and to
provide government recommendations to better address emerging issues or cases. It
represents an important institutional commitment to advance human rights. The Institute,
which is funded by the Government, has 12 expert members who are appointed for six-year
terms and is tasked with generating non-binding, but nevertheless authoritative case law. It
also issues reports and recommendations, including on labour market discrimination, in a
consultative fashion.
30.
The Government has also invested in the development of numerous mechanisms and
programmes aimed at equipping government officials with the requisite tools for enforcing
laws and implementing policies that safeguard the right to freedom of religion or belief for
all persons and for supporting the efforts of civil society to augment the Government’s
efforts. This includes training courses for government officials to ensure that new legislation
is in line with human rights provisions stipulated by other national legislation and
international law;22 the development of guidelines for implementing national anti19
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See www.movisie.nl/sites/movisie.nl/files/publication-attachment/Handreiking-antidiscriminatiegemeenten%20%5BMOV-13953983-1.2%5D.pdf.
Iris Andriessen, Henk Fernee and Karin Wittebrood, Ervaren discriminatie in Nederland (Den Haag,
Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau, 2014).
These include Collectief Tegen Islamofobie en Discriminatie, centrum informatie en documentatie
Israel and the Turkish Diyanet (Directorate of Religious Affairs).
See www.kcwj.nl/.
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discrimination policy at municipal levels; 23 and programmes that engage new arrivals, 24
including young people,25 as they adjust to circumstances that will ultimately shape their
experiences and identities.26
31.
Online tools and training courses have been developed for students and teachers to
tackle discrimination facing students.27 Myriad programmes and events have been launched,
aimed at fostering dialogue and trust between the State and religious or belief communities
at the national and local levels;28 fostering safe places for the manifestation of religious
beliefs; and raising awareness about discrimination. 29 In addition, initiatives for combating
discrimination involving religion or belief through the fostering of empathy and literacy
about the different religions that inform the values and experiences of all Dutch people are
being promoted30among religious actors and local officials working in multireligious
contexts. The Building Bridges programme, which endeavours to establish local networks of
religious community members to work on solving tensions between religious and belief
communities in the country, has led to local interfaith cooperation in Enschede and
Leeuwarden on tackling common issues facing religious and belief communities in the
country. In 2019, the Government decided to extend this programme to other municipalities.
32.
A strong civil society has also advanced numerous grass-roots initiatives for fostering
trust and inclusivity among and between religious and belief communities in the country.
Initiatives like the Security Pact Against Discrimination, 31 aimed at fostering solidarity
among communities in the aftermath of incidents aimed at inciting hostility, discrimination
and violence, have been integral to combating the fear, frustration and humiliation endured
by these groups.

V. Implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of All
Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on
Religion or Belief
33.
The provisions of the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and
of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief, proclaimed by the General Assembly in 1981,
are being implemented in the Netherlands by way of the above-mentioned laws, policies,
programmes and practices being advanced by the Government and civil society. Like many
mature democracies, however, the Netherlands is working to achieve a learning curve
generated by new challenges posed by periodic demographic shifts and the accompanying
political, social and economic pressures engendered by these changes. Central to a
preponderance of the challenges facing the Government’s capacity to effectively promote
and protect the full enjoyment by everyone of the right to freedom of thought, conscience,
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See for example, Janene Peters (NL Times), “Extra security at Amsterdam mosque after Quebec
shooting”, 3 February 2017.
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and religion or belief is the manifestation of discriminatory attitudes towards persons on the
basis of religion or belief. Interlocutors who met with the Special Rapporteur frequently
highlighted increasing intolerance towards the public manifestation of religion or belief by
adherents of various religious communities in recent years, which makes it more difficult for
the country to uphold its obligations under the Declaration.
(a)

Pressures on the public manifestation of religion or belief
34.
Fifty-one per cent of the Dutch population identify as having no religion, which is an
increase on the estimated figure of 39 per cent in 2008.32 An increasingly small number of
traditional Dutch churches have thriving congregations, while “new” religious norms within
diversifying communities are increasing. The Netherlands Institute for Social Research
(Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau) found that Dutch Muslims’ religious practice had increased
between 2006 and 2015, with those praying five times a day increasing from 72 per cent to
85 per cent, and from 69 per cent to 75 per cent for Turkish and Moroccan Muslim
communities respectively.33 The number of women with Moroccan roots wearing a headscarf
has increased by 14 per cent; 89 per cent of those women currently wear a headscarf.
Moreover, faith was found to constitute the most important social identity factor for Dutch
Muslims.34 This shift has generated increasing debate on the role of religion in relation to
health care, education and asylum, for example, and calls for religious restrictions to ensure
security and protect core “Dutch values”, including freedom of expression.
35.
Discussions are under way in the country about whether to adopt a stricter form of
secularity and about limiting the manifestation of “outdated” religious beliefs and practices.
Municipal buildings are designated as neutral spaces, with some municipalities taking an
exclusive rather than inclusive approach to the meaning of neutral. Some religious
interlocutors reported to the Special Rapporteur that their activities were prohibited in some
municipal buildings because belief in God was invoked in their events. Weekly services in
Rotterdam community centres have been discontinued,35 and funding for Islam classes for
low-income children in Amsterdam has been cut. 36 Others report an unwillingness to
advertise or fund key aspects of interfaith events, even when they are supported by the
municipality. Religious leaders have been denied solidarity visits to asylum centres run by
the Central Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers, and students, including members
of a Christian association, reported to the Special Rapporteur that they had experienced
difficulties in being granted space for religious activity such as prayer. In 2019, the
Government updated its guidelines on religion in the public sphere, which are a useful tool
for municipalities, providing them with legal and practical guidance in their contacts with
religious organizations. The updated guidelines were due to be made public on 7 February
2020 during a seminar attended by representatives of religious communities, civil servants
and legal practitioners.
36.
In 2011, a provision was included in the Dutch Police Code of Conduct banning the
wearing of religious symbols with the uniform to ensure a neutral, more authoritative
appearance when interacting with the public. There is increasing debate about the need for
other government officials to maintain a neutral appearance. In November 2017, the
Netherlands Institute for Human Rights determined that the Dutch police’s decision to
prevent female officers from wearing headscarves amounted to indirect discrimination on
religious grounds.37
37.
Concern about the normalization of discourse that advances a “superior” Dutch
national identity and stigmatizes certain communities was frequently raised with the Special
32
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Rapporteur. While not specifically defined, “Dutch values”, sometimes linked to a JudaeoChristian heritage, are increasingly being referenced in public policy debates and are often
used to implicitly define behavioural norms. In this context, Islam and “Dutchness” or the
“Western European way of life” are commonly characterized as being incompatible. 38 Calls
from political parties, for example, for Muslims to recognize and assimilate into the dominant
Dutch or European culture are not uncommon. 39 Discourse that fails to recognize and respect
existing and emerging religious diversity in Dutch society risks further polarizing
communities and reduces confidence in the capacity and resolve of the country’s institutions
to combat and address discrimination and to respect and protect the right to freedom of
religion or belief.
38.
Dutch values are increasingly intertwined with a secular narrative that seeks to reject
“undesirable” religious practice.40 Jewish and Muslim groups reported, for example, growing
concerns about attempts in the parliament to ban ritual slaughter. A 2011 bill led by the Party
for the Animals, proposing a ban on slaughter without anaesthesia – in practice prohibiting
halal and kosher slaughter processes – was overwhelmingly passed by the lower house, but
rejected in the Senate.41 Subsequently, amendments to a 2012 covenant between Jewish and
Muslim organizations and the Government was made in July 2017, establishing that ritual
slaughter is allowed insofar as it is “necessary to meet and does not exceed the actual needs
of the communities in the Netherlands”.42 Despite this and a recommendation from the
Council of State, the highest administrative court, that banning ritual slaughter would mean
a “radical restriction” on freedom of religion or belief, 43 the Party for the Animals has tabled
a new bill ready for consideration from autumn 2019. 44 With widespread support in society
for a ban and a precedent established in Belgium, religious communities fear that a ban is
inevitable. Further to this, Jewish leaders are also concerned that increased calls to regulate
Jewish circumcisers, some of whom are not recognized medical caregivers,45 and ongoing
calls to ban the practice of circumcision will lead to further restrictions. Some members of
Jewish communities fear that the adoption of such restrictive measures would force them to
leave the Netherlands.
39.
Concerns were also reported about several draft laws and policies that appear to target
certain religious and belief communities. This includes draft legislation arising from the 2017
coalition agreement which attempts to limit funding from “unfree countries” used to “buy
undesirable influence” and “abuse Dutch liberties”. A transparency law may also require all
organizations to declare income amounts and their country of origin, which some
kerkgenootschappen and other organizations are concerned will deter funders. Discussions
are under way on drafting an additional “funding from unfree countries” law in 2019, which
might further prohibit Dutch civil society organizations from obtaining funding from specific
countries, including those countries that prohibit Dutch funding. A “problematic behaviour
bill”, which would seek to limit so-called undesirable acts stemming from religiously or
ideologically motivated behaviour deemed contrary to Dutch values and the rule of law, is
also under consideration. Definitions in these acts and proposed government responses have
not yet been developed.
40.
Many organizations worry that these bills are being drafted within the context of
increasing discrimination against Muslims and that some aspects of freedom of religion or
belief are being undermined. The Special Rapporteur asserts that all measures being pursued
by the Government must be fully compliant with international law and the Declaration on the
Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief,
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including provisions for religious groups to maintain charitable and humanitarian institutions,
and the obligation not to discriminate in intent or in effect against any persons or groups, in
the enjoyment of any of their fundamental human rights, including those enshrined in article
27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, except on the basis of objective
and reasonable criteria and in conformity with the requirements of proportionality, necessity
and legality.
(b)

Religious education
41.
There are almost 6,800 primary and 1,450 secondary special religious schools
financially supported by the Government and 17 types of them, including Hindu, Jewish and
Protestant, according to the Ministry of Education and Culture. Approximately 71 per cent
of government-funded public schools have a religious, humanist or philosophical basis and
the Government guarantees equal support for religious and non-religious schooling,
regardless of pupil numbers.
42.
The Constitution permits all schools to choose material for implementing the national
curriculum and to independently appoint teachers (art. 23 (6)). Consequently, religious
education about sexual health and civic education differ widely between schools. Under
article 23 of the Constitution, schools have the right to mandate children to conform to the
specified religion of a school,46 a right that has been criticized in the parliament, where the
belief that integration requires the dismantling of special schools has been promoted. 47 For
example, the freedom of the Cornelius Haga Lyceum, a school adhering to Orthodox Islamic
teaching, to advance its curriculum has been under intense public scrutiny.
43.
Initiatives that foster literacy about religions are not mandated by the Government,
but where such programmes have been promoted, some parents have complained. 48
Education on Protestantism, Catholicism, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism and humanism is
funded by the Government, although few people are aware of these opportunities or deem it
important. Humanism is the most requested and widely taught school of thought in the
country.

(c)

Discrimination based on, or involving, religion or belief
44.
In 2018, Dutch anti-discrimination bureaux received 4,320 allegations of
discrimination, a 16 per cent drop from 2017, when there was only a 1 per cent decrease from
2016.49 Seven per cent of reports in 2018 and 13 per cent in 2017 involved religion. Of those,
66 per cent in 2018 and 31 per cent in 2017 involved Muslims. Only 1 per cent of cases
reported in 2017 and 2018 involved antisemitism, which is disaggregated for monitoring
purposes. Forty-five per cent of cases reported in 2018 involved race or ethnicity, an increase
from 38 per cent in 2017.
45.
The Dutch police received 3,299 reports of acts of discrimination in 2018, 5.7 per cent
fewer than 2017, constituting a 20 per cent decrease since 2016. 50 Five per cent of incidents
related to religious identity compared to 6 per cent in 2017, and of these, 88 per cent and 91
per cent, respectively, were recorded as involving anti-Muslim hatred. Antisemitism
incidents comprised 8 per cent of cases in 2018 and 2017. Some 43 per cent of cases involved
race or ethnicity in 2018, an increase from 39 per cent in 2017.
46.
The Netherlands Institute for Human Rights received 510 requests for a judgment in
2018, an increase from 416 in 2017, and 3,168 questions and reports were processed through
its equal treatment office. Meldpunt Internet Discriminatie received 583 complaints in 2018,
a large decrease from 1,367 in 2017. Some 216 cases reported in 2018 involved religion-
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related discrimination, 71 (12 per cent) of which involved religious hate speech, nearly all of
which was directed at Muslims.
47.
Dutch officials candidly discussed the impact of discrimination on the basis of religion
or belief on the social and economic rights of religious or belief minorities and ethnic
minorities in the country, noting widespread discrimination in the labour market. A study
published in July 2019 found that unemployment was nearly three times higher among
religious or belief minorities and ethnic minorities in the country, and drew attention to the
fact that employers approached those with non-Western backgrounds 40 per cent less than
non-migrant Dutch and 20 per cent less than those deemed to be Western migrants. 51
48.
A third of complaints made to anti-discrimination bureaux in 2018 were related to
discrimination based on religion in the labour market. Nearly two thirds of these complaints
involved discrimination against Muslims. Complaints often involve restrictions on the
religious dress of employees or on their ability to observe religious holidays or worship
needs, forcing members of various religious communities to choose between either their
employment or their religion or beliefs. Muslim women are disproportionately affected by
this form of discrimination wherever employers are unwilling to accommodate the wearing
of religious attire or symbols.52 In 2017, the European Court of Justice determined that while
employers can restrict the wearing of religious symbols, such restrictions must meet
occupational requirements with legitimate and proportionate objectives, prohibiting
differential treatment between workers. 53
49.
Interlocutors also reported to the Special Rapporteur that students from minority
religious communities at all attainment levels face discrimination when seeking compulsory
internships, apprenticeships and employment opportunities. An investigation of 78 temporary
work agencies demonstrated that almost half engaged in discriminatory practices. 54 Another
study conducted from 2014 to 2016 estimated that between 25 and 33 per cent of DutchMoroccan and Dutch-Turkish students experienced discrimination, compared to 2 per cent
of Dutch natives, and found that schools reportedly failed to provide sufficient support in
those circumstances.55 In response to these challenges, in November 2018 the Government
launched a programme aiming at further integration in the labour market (Verdere Integratie
op de Arbeidsmarkt),56 along with campaigns targeting employers, government-led reviews
of employer practices,57 and programmes aimed at strengthening the capacity of migrant
women to gain and maintain employment. These programmes offer toolkits for intensive
applicant guidance and recruitment and selection to address labour market discrimination.
50.
Reports about discrimination experienced by asylum seekers seeking residency in the
country were also conveyed to the Special Rapporteur. Balancing the competing interests,
needs and sensitivities of diverse religious or belief groups and ethnic groups that are being
hosted in communal spaces has been difficult, leading managers of these centres to place
limits on freedom of religion or belief.
51.
The Central Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers does not, for example, allow
religious practices to be carried out in communal areas in order to avoid inflaming tensions
among different groups in an already sensitive environment. Restrictions have been placed
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on the private rooms of residents, and group worship is not permitted. Individuals are directed
to external locations to engage in religious services, but access to these places has been
difficult for many. Insufficient religious literacy among staff and a lack of practical training
to address tensions that arise between residents of different backgrounds, including those
who are not religious or are in a minority in terms of their sexual orientation or gender
identity, were also reported.
(d)

Antisemitism
52.
Tackling antisemitism for the more than 29,80058 Dutch Jews was declared a national
priority with US$ 3.35 million earmarked in May 2019 for combating the phenomenon. 59 In
November 2018, the Netherlands endorsed the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance working definition of antisemitism. Around 20 per cent of Dutch Jews are members
of Jewish organizations and an estimated 30 per cent of synagogues in the Netherlands are
used for religious purposes. Two primary and two secondary schools serve the community.
53.
Antisemitic attitudes in the Netherlands emanate from the political far-left, far-right
and from Islamic extremist groups.60 Members of the DENK political party have reportedly
promoted harmful stereotypes about Jewish persons, including the notion that Jews control
Dutch politics.61 The number and intensity of antisemitic incidents have correlated with
escalations in Israeli military operations. The primary antisemitism monitor in the
Netherlands, the Center for Information and Documentation Israel, has documented a
timeline of incidents it deems antisemitic during recent Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions and
pro-Palestinian protests in Dam Square, Amsterdam. Soccer fans, some of whom sing
antisemitic chants at teams such as Amsterdam’s Ajax who refer to themselves as “the Jews”,
vandalized buildings and a statue with swastikas and antisemitic texts before a match in
February 2019.62
54.
The police and three government ministries are responsible for Jewish community
relations, antisemitism policy and monitoring. The Center for Information and
Documentation Israel noted a 19 per cent increase in antisemitic incidents in 2018, its highest
recorded number since 2014.63 The police recorded a steady decrease from 428 incidents in
2015 to 275 in 2018,64 and reports to anti-discrimination bureaux were significantly lower.
Online antisemitism is experienced by a wider audience than offline incidents. Twenty-five
per cent of Meldpunt Internet Discriminatie’s 583 online discrimination cases involved
antisemitism.65 The Center for Information and Documentation Israel registered 95 cases of
online antisemitism, including on social media, forums and websites.66
55.
The European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights found that the Netherlands had
one of the highest reporting rates (about 25 per cent of incidents reported in the European
Union), but only of the most serious type of antisemitic incidents. While 77 per cent of those
surveyed by the Agency knew where to report discrimination,67 underreporting is understood
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to be significant. Despite some reparation efforts after the Second World War, many
individuals the Special Rapporteur interviewed remain sceptical about the willingness in
Dutch institutions to tackle antisemitism, often highlighting police failures to recognize
antisemitic slurs along with failures of some monitors to accurately identify antisemitic
incidents.
56.
Antisemitic incidents have often occurred in the immediate vicinity of where victims
live, involving slurs from neighbours (about 75 per cent of cases), insults and swastikas or
antisemitic graffiti and threats drawn on walls, mailboxes, memorial sites or personal
property.68 The Centre for Information and Documentation Israel recorded 7 physical assaults
in 2016 and 2017, including on two Orthodox Israeli tourists, and 49 acts of vandalism in
2017 and 2018, including graffiti stating “Hamas, all Jews to the gas” in North Holland.69 In
January 2017, Amsterdam District Court convicted four men for carrying neo-Nazi banners
and wearing antisemitic nose stickers in a protest.
57.
Jewish community members face hostility in public spaces, including educational
institutions where some students struggle to observe Jewish holidays while meeting course
requirements. Ritual slaughter and negiah (not shaking hands with the opposite sex) are
viewed sceptically and publicly debated. Those wearing religious symbols and garments
including the kippah have been targets of discrimination or direct confrontation, resulting in
increasing numbers who prefer to hide their Jewish identity, including when seeking
employment. The increasing security need, frequently necessitating communities to protect
themselves, and resulting sense of insecurity especially around Jewish gatherings and
schools, compounded by the authorities’ initial reluctance to provide security, was frequently
raised in interviews with the Special Rapporteur. Some 71 per cent of the 1,209 individuals
surveyed by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights considered public hostility
to Jews a “very” or “fairly” big problem; 35 per cent had experienced harassment and 26 per
cent offensive or threatening comments, driving some to consider emigration.70
58.
With the National Anti-Discrimination Action Programme as a basis, the Government
undertakes a broad range of measures to tackle antisemitism, including in the context of law
enforcement, education and project-based efforts.71 Various non-governmental organization
and government-led initiatives that advance dialogue and relationship-building exist,
including “Get to know your neighbours” 72 (inviting students into synagogues, led by the
Liberal Jewish Congregation of Amsterdam); “Mo & Moos” (Mohammad and Moshe,
bringing together young Muslim and Jewish professionals, led by the non-governmental
organizations Salaam-Shalom and Platform for Islamic Organizations in Rijnmond); the
government-supported “Saïd and Lody” (a Moroccan youth worker and a rabbi promoting
student connection); and the government-supported “Building Bridges”, where volunteer
teams from different backgrounds, including Judaism, appeased local tensions. The Anne
Frank Foundation’s Fan Coach Project, supported by the Government, helped reduce
antisemitic sentiment among soccer fans. Maintenance and expansion of Holocaust
remembrance centres, including Westerbork, and survivor speaker school visits are
government-funded and Holocaust remembrance is marked annually across the country.
(e)

Anti-Muslim sentiment
59.
Anti-Muslim sentiment and harassment remain widespread in the Netherlands, 73
despite the policies and programmes the Government has put in place. According to official
statistics, places of worship and members of Muslim communities experience an estimated
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88–91 per cent of the hate crimes documented by the police (192 in 2017 and 197 in 2018, a
decrease from 439 in 2015) and human rights monitors in the country, 74 including vandalism
and harassment. Although research demonstrates that Muslims rarely report incidents of
discrimination,75 official statistics submitted to the Special Rapporteur show that 66 per cent
(202) of these incidents in 2018 and 31 per cent (190) in 2017 were motivated by anti-Muslim
attitudes.
60.
The Special Rapporteur heard reports of Muslims being portrayed as terrorists in the
media and that such portrayals were generating mistrust among these communities. Many
claimed to believe, for example, that their communities are constantly under surveillance and
prone to frequent harassment. Muslims’ beliefs and practices have received disproportionate
public attention in recent decades, constituting a central theme for the Party for Freedom,
which holds 13.3 per cent of lower house seats and whose leader deems Islam “the biggest
problem in the Netherlands”. 76 In the run-up to the 2017 elections, he declared, “if we don’t
do something right now, the Netherlands will soon be an Islamic country”, a statement
accompanied by a provocative call for a Prophet Muhammad cartoon contest and calls from
fellow Party for Freedom politicians for all mosques to be closed.77 Mr. Wilders was found
guilty of insult and incitement to discrimination on racial grounds for his comment that he
would “take care” of having “fewer Moroccans in the country”. He was acquitted of
incitement to hatred and the Court imposed no punishment. Both Mr. Wilders and the Public
Prosecutor appealed the judgment.78 Forum for Democracy, a new party positioning itself as
a moderate version of the Party for Freedom, became the largest party in the 2019 provincial
elections. The parliamentary group leader for Forum for Democracy in the Senate, Paul
Cliteur, has critiqued the architecture of mosques as “intentionally provocative” and
highlighted difficulties in guaranteeing safety for citizens critical of Islam in his book
Theoterrorism v. Freedom of Speech.79 Members of the Patriotic Europeans Against the
Islamisation of the West political movement have periodically staged protests outside
mosques, some of which have involved pork barbecues.
61.
The growth of anti-Muslim sentiment in Dutch society was frequently linked by
interviewees to the rise in terror incidents taking place across Europe and North America,
including the murder in 2004 of film-maker Theo van Gogh by Dutch Moroccan Mohammed
Bouyeri, allegedly for his film, Submission. Research has indicated that in more than 600,000
Dutch news items in 2016 and 2017, the adjectives most used to describe Muslims were
“radical”, “extremist” and “terrorist”.80
62.
A 2017 survey found that Dutch Muslims’ feelings of attachment to the country were
the second lowest and that their trust in the police was the lowest in the 15 European Union
countries surveyed.81 Nearly two thirds of teachers surveyed in another study said that they
had witnessed incidents they regarded as discriminatory against Muslims in the classroom
and 61 per cent reported that they had witnessed harassment of or hostile comments towards
Muslims.82
63.
Moreover, Dutch dual nationals reported that their freedom of movement was often
limited by fears that travel to regions deemed to be security threats under the Acts on
nationality and on temporary administrative counter-terrorism would lead to revocation of
their Dutch citizenship. Muslim communities also raised concerns about the selectivity of a
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Government programme requiring compulsory language training and integration courses for
foreign imams, which is not always required for other religious communities.
64.
Muslim women in the Netherlands can be particularly vulnerable to discrimination
and violence motivated by or involving religion or belief. They are disproportionately
affected by phenomena that effectively result in discriminations against their communities,
including regulations that limit their ability to wear religious clothing and discriminatory
practices that undermine their equal treatment in the labour market. They also
disproportionately experience social ostracization in public places and are 70 per cent more
likely to be violently attacked. In the first half of 2015, women were the victims in 90 per
cent of the 89 complaints made to Meld Islamofobie (Report Islamophobia), nearly all of
whom were identifiable because of their Islamic dress. 83
65.
The Act on the partial ban on face-covering clothing, first introduced in 2005, came
into force on 1 August 2019. It bans clothing that covers the face, including niqabs, burkas,
balaclavas and helmets, in some public spaces such as schools, hospitals, public transport and
government buildings where the Government says that “it is necessary to recognize each
other and see each other’s faces”.84 Offenders risk a fine of up to €415. Civil society
interlocutors highlighted the law’s disproportionality in the face of its goal to reduce security
threats that the estimated 150 to 200 women in the Netherlands regularly wearing face veils
might pose. Interlocutors deem the law to be symbolic, targeting and attempting to assimilate
a specific religious community, influenced by calls from some political parties.85 A transport
network spokesperson stated that “veils have never been a problem” with “women always
willing to show their faces when asked”. 86 Geert Wilders welcomed the ban and called for
the next step to be taken to ban the headscarf. 87 Muslim communities highlight the law’s
impact in perpetuating discrimination against Muslim women and their ability to perform
daily activities including picking up children from school or visiting health-care providers.
Some women report that their mobility and their freedom of religion or belief has been
drastically limited as they are now forced to choose between their faith and their ability to
engage in their daily lives. Public transport providers do not have the power to enforce the
ban,88 but in July 2019, in an issue of a Dutch national newspaper, Algemeen Dagblad, it was
claimed that citizens were permitted to carry out civil arrests if someone refused to remove
their face veil, which raises alarm about risks of violence to women. 89
66.
Public reaction to the ban has been divided, with some protesting against it, 90 some
offering to pay fines enforced on face veil wearers, 91 and others establishing a “burqa buddy”
system through social media to accompany women wearing face veils in public. 92 Some
mayors, including those of Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Utrecht, have indicated that while it
is law, enforcing the ban is not their priority and fines will not be actively imposed. 93 Some
therefore question whether the law will not be reviewed in future years. The Government
must demonstrate how the law complies with the limitations regime provided under
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international human rights law, with regard to both articles 18 and 19 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and also that it does not violate women’s rights to
access services such as health care.
67.
Other civil society-led initiatives aimed at tackling the above-mentioned issues
include programmes that foster safe spaces for worship and that raise awareness about and
strive to combat discrimination. However, much more needs to be done to build more
resilient, inclusive communities where individuals, particularly members of newer
communities, are afforded equal protections for their human rights.

VI. Conclusions
68.
The Netherlands possesses the requisite legal and policy framework for
promoting and protecting the enjoyment by all persons of the right to freedom of
thought, conscience, and religion or belief. The Government’s investments in strategies
and programmes for monitoring, reporting and responding to developments that
undermine the equal enjoyment of this right have been extensive and laudable. A good
example is the National Action Programme for Anti-Discrimination, which is designed
to combat all forms of discrimination. Political expediency, however, risks undermining
the substantial framework already in place to address these issues. The core challenges
facing the Government as it grapples with the ongoing development of a multi-ethnic
society are both familiar and new. Unlike the country’s responses to the challenges
engendered by society’s diversification in earlier periods, however, the Netherlands is
in the process of tackling discrimination by building an inclusive, rather than
segregated, society capable of accommodating all persons, regardless of the religions,
ideologies or beliefs they may hold.
69.
Such an endeavour is bound to be arduous and slow, and consequently,
intolerance and discrimination against religious and ethnic minorities will continue to
be a feature of that process in years to come in the Netherlands. These circumstances
threaten social cohesion and are provoking increasingly myopic responses that threaten
to undermine the protections for freedom of religion or belief historically enjoyed by
the Dutch people, as well as a range of other human rights on which this right depends
for its full enjoyment. Long-established religious communities, including Jewish and
Muslim communities, are concerned about proposed legislation and policy that seek to
intervene in their affairs, and about narratives that appear to incite hostility and
discrimination against them.
70.
The Government appears to be quite cognizant and reflective about many of the
issues of concern outlined in this report which have, no doubt, contributed to their
proactive practices. Initiatives aimed at addressing these concerns have not yet
generated the desired comprehensive, systematic change within society, but efforts to
strengthen the capacity of frontline defenders, including the police, social workers,
human rights defenders, lawyers, doctors and teachers, to foster environments where
human rights principles can be promoted and respected, should continue to be
supported.

VII. Recommendations
71.
The Special Rapporteur notes that a human rights-based approach to addressing
the challenges facing the Netherlands, including the need to combat intolerance and
discrimination based on religion or belief, is necessary in order to avoid the setbacks
that security-based or populist responses to tensions between diverse communities often
beget. In this regard, the Special Rapporteur recommends that Government officials
continue to be inclusive in their efforts to promote “Dutch” values, especially where
those efforts give rise to policies or initiatives that may impact human right protections.
Attempts to integrate members of newer communities should strive to respect the right
of persons to enjoy the right to freedom of religion or belief, and authorities should also
be mindful of the fact that discrimination against persons on this basis ostensibly
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perpetuates coercive environments incapable of fostering social cohesion and respect
for human rights principles.
72.
Enhanced coordination across government ministries, agencies and institutions
is necessary for improving monitoring and for strengthening responses to challenges to
freedom of religion or belief. In this regard, the Special Rapporteur recommends that
the Government:
(a)
Continue to facilitate and encourage interfaith initiatives, sharing best
practice with international partners, and enhance police and local authority training,
capacity and confidence to communicate with religious or belief communities so that
issues are heard and confidence to report discrimination increased;
(b)
Strengthen the capacity of and cooperation between the antidiscrimination bureaux and the police, ensuring trained specialists are consistently
present to increase ease of reporting of incidents involving discrimination based on
religion or belief or incitement to hatred and to ensure that victims understand the
range of responses available to them;
(c)
Establish a focal point within the Government to tackle discrimination
based on religion or belief, including through efforts to identify and prosecute
discriminatory practices, as stipulated in international and national legal provisions;
(d)
Periodically review the sufficiency of the provisions of the Criminal Code
to identify provisions, processes and procedures that may perpetuate discrimination
based on religion or belief;
(e)
Use the guidance provided by the Rabat Plan of Action on the prohibition
of advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to
discrimination, hostility or violence in order to strengthen mechanisms for monitoring
and responding to different forms of intolerance and discrimination on religious or
belief grounds and to actively respond to intolerant political speech that risks
incitement to hostility, discrimination and violence on the basis of religion or belief.
73.

The Special Rapporteur further recommends that the Government:

(a)
Encourage representation of communities at all levels of government,
regardless of religion or belief, and work with civil society and media platforms to
promote positive images of and narratives about the members of newer Dutch
communities to combat stereotyping and discriminatory attitudes;
(b)
Continue to support initiatives that explore the root causes of
discrimination and intolerance in the Netherlands, as well as those that promote
religious literacy, and raise awareness about these initiatives;
(c)
Support initiatives aimed at combating antisemitism, anti-Muslim hatred
and other intolerance through training teachers to teach the importance of religion or
belief for Dutch citizens, encouraging student respect through exposure to and dialogue
with different religions or beliefs as part of or alongside citizenship education.
74.
Furthermore, the Government should consider revisiting the partial facecovering clothing ban to identify a more proportionate response to security concerns
that does not violate women’s rights to freedom of movement and to equally access
public services.
75.
The authorities should encourage open debate about the definition of Dutch
values to ensure that these standards are reflective of Dutch society as a whole, and to
prevent discriminatory perspectives from informing policies that are integral to
fostering social cohesion.
76.
Officials are encouraged to consider supporting programmes that strengthen the
capacity of staff responsible for working with individual asylum seekers to more
expertly develop measures for tackling conflicts that may arise between groups while
respecting freedom of religion or belief rights.
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77.
The Special Rapporteur notes that civil society and religious communities play a
vital role in advancing inclusion, empathy and solidarity across communities and the
need to sustain interfaith solidarity and understanding. Religious communities and civil
society should encourage members to report discrimination to the authorities wherever
it appears. They should work collaboratively to combat occurrences of hostility and
discrimination, regardless of the identity of the victims, in order to effectively advance
human rights protections for all.
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